How do we conceptualize social groups and how do our concepts guide how we perceive and evaluate individuals? My research centers around three major themes:

1) Group norms (e.g., is it wrong to go against the group? when is non-conformity acceptable and when is it not? how do children treat non-conformists?)

2) Concepts of race (e.g., can a person have more than one race? can a person's race change over time? is someone's race predictive of their relationships?)

3) Psychological essentialism (e.g., how does the belief that groups have "essences" develop and does it predict social behavior, such as voting intentions and legislative support?)

Across these themes, I recruit racially and ethnically diverse samples to examine how our own backgrounds shape social cognition, and I use a variety of experimental and survey methods with both child and adult participants.

I am accepting applications for PhD students for the fall of 2018!
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